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above: In an effort to capture the US market H J Mulliner & Co created this unusual four-door 
four-light model.

above: This is the MKVI standard steel saloon whi
work supplied by Press

above: H J Mulliner & Co of Creswick, who produced 301 various bodies for MKVI Bentleys, 
offered this attractive concealed head coupé.

below: Gurney Nutting, who were by this time part of the Jack Barclay Group in London, also 
produced this two door coupé.
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above: This extraordinary looking two-door coupé, with a rare tear-drop window, 
was one of 19 MKVI Bentleys designed by Gurney Nutting.

above: This attractive six-light limousine was one of the many styles created for the MKVI 
Bentley by H J Mulliner for 1951 
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produced this drop head ‘foursome coupé’.

below: James Young, the second largest creator of bodies for the Bentley MKVI (209 in all) 
offered this slab-sided coupé for owners seeking something different. 

At least one of them resides in Australia. 


